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UNDERTAKING
I. Mr./ Miss/ Mrs. ------------------------------------------------------, residing at -------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------(full address), having admitted to
the fully residential guidance programme at Dr. Ambedkar Competitive Examination Centre
(ACEC), Yashwantrao Chavan Academy of Development Administration, Pune, do hereby
undertake to abide by the terms and conditions mentioned below;
1. I am not employee of the State or Central Government or any of the government
Institute and I have not taken any benefit of the ACEC, YASHADA Centre prior to
2018. If I do so, I will be liable to refund the amount of expenditure incurred on me and
that the amount of deposit paid by me will be liable to be forfeited
2. I will not engage myself in any type of full time Course or any part/full time employment
outside YASHADA during the duration of the guidance programme at YASHADA.
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3. I will always carry the IDENTITY CARD issued by the Centre while being on the
Campus of YASHADA.
4. I will always be in appropriate clothes while on the Campus of Yashada.
5. I will mark my daily attendance twice as directed by ACEC Administration.
6. I will be regular and punctual in attending the class room lectures and also all the tests
organised by the Centre.
7. I will ensure that my behaviour in the classroom and elsewhere on the Campus is
always polite.
8. I will ensure that none of my relatives, friends or visitors stays in the YASHADA hostel.
9. I will restrict the use of mobile phone in class room/ study room or library.
10. I will read the notices displayed on the NOTICE BOARDS outside the Office of the
Centre, Study Room and Hostel daily and note the schedule of classes, tests and any
changes therein and also instructions/messages, if any.
11. I will submit the duly filled in "Examination Form" for appearing in the UPSC- Civil
Services (Main) Examination - 2018 and submit a copy of the same to the Centre. If I
fail to do so, I will be liable to refund the amount of expenditure incurred on me and
that the amount of deposit paid by me will be liable to be forfeited.
12. I will accept the amount of stipend (which is dependent on the attendance without any
complaint.
13. I know that if I remain absent from the Campus without the permission of the Director,
ACEC for a period of ten days at a stretch, my candidature will be cancelled & facilities
provided will be withdrawn.
14. I will not involve myself in political activism and / or sectarian and divisive activities.
15. I will not indulge in any kind of RAGGING.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I have carefully gone through the terms and conditions of the above undertaking and
understand that in case of infringement of any one or more terms/conditions by me, I
shall be liable for disciplinary action including withholding/ reducing / refusing the
payment of stipend or recovery thereof, the cancellation of admission, withholding the
amount of hostel / library deposit and the recovery of the amount of expenditure
incurred on me as arrears of land revenue.
Date:

Name:

Place:

Signature:
Before me

Director, ACEC,
YASHADA, Pune

